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Dear Colleague:
This weekend Hofstra University held a conference of historians of
the Clinton Presidency, as it has done for all U.S. presidents since FDR.
The conference featured President Clinton and his principal cabinet
secretaries and advisors. Bill Perry and I spoke about defense matters.
One topic on which the historian of the Defense Threat Reduction
Agency will be writing a book is the Nunn-Lugar program, and he asked me
to prepare a historical memo on that topic. I attach it for your possible
interest.
All the best,

Origins of the Nunn-Lugar Program
Ashton B. Carter
Kenm~dV "'"'"'vv• of
Harvard University

Presentation to the Presidential Conference
On
William Jefferson Clinton: The "New" Democrat from Hope
Hofstra University
November 10-12,2005

of the origins of the Nunn-Lugar program has been told previously by
~~'""''"'t"'"' Defense: A New Security Strategy for
one of Senator Nunn' s top staffers at the time,
speech, 3 and very recently by Senator Lugar

In 1991 it was becoming clear that Mikhail Gorbachev' s experiment with a
gradual modernization of the Soviet Union was instead leading to an unraveling of
Stalin's empire. My colleagues and I at the Center for Science and International Affairs
at
Kennedy School of Government, of which I was then Director, had been
uJr"'"''IT"T on
arms control matters since the Center had
founded by Paul
1991 we were
unaccustomed: the 1:,...,,~ -"'' tml::>entauu:!
1

the "'"""'""'"''

""

worried about loss of control
gerteratt, as portrayed in the
movie
and locks on U.S. (and, we later ,,..,.,-r,...,
a
nuclear weapons to prevent anrnr"'''"'"'" or accidental use of nuclear weapons.
had to face the prospect of an entire
a convulsive social and political
"'...,, .... ,...., was
summer
from the West German border to Vladivostok. At hundreds locations over this vast
area, the wherewithal to cause about 1
Hiroshima bombs - highly enriched
uranium, plutonium, and fully assembled bombs all types had been deployed by the
state.
My Harvard colleagues and I wrote a detailed study of this unprecedented
problem and what to do about it called Soviet
Fission: Control of the Nuclear
5
Arsenal in a Disintegrating Soviet
The recommendation we made at the end of
that volume was that the United States
should create a program of assistance
to the fragments of the Soviet Union to make sure the vast Soviet nuclear legacy was not
abused. Our study laid out such a program in detail- it should cover, we said, weapons
and materials, factories and technology, military and scientific personnel, in short, the
entire Soviet nuclear establishment. The Nunn-Lugar program ended up being similarly
comprehensive.
We had
but not yet the audience of people in power who shared our
concern. The Bush administration contained some leaders in the State Department and
the National Security Council who could see the importance of such a program, but the
1J'-''''"'..'"" Department (then led by Dick Cheney, Paul Wolfowitz, Scooter Libby, and
Hadley), where we thought the program should be lodged, was cool to
idea,
altl1otuzh polite. The
part
turned out to be C0!1J!r«~ss.
:Se11at1ors Nunn and Lugar had
been concerned
knew how to

pa111cipatoo in many
Senator Nunn and Senator

met with

We were then both outside
.;:'t<.nn'\.-rl and Carter a research team at natVl11f{L
at Stanford had been an"""'~'"
Soviet Union and the opportunities it presented
the
for the Soviet Union's backward economy once the cold
war ended. Carter's team at Harvard
Nuclear
of the Soviet nuclear arsenal.
of
the Soviet Union
the

Two

convened a bipartisan
of senators at
his briefing,
potential
mn'""''r"ofthe Soviet nuclear arsenal as the state that had controlled it fell apart.
Nunn and
asked the senators to support legislation that would authorize
the
to initiate U.S.-funded assistance to stem the "loose nukes"
former Soviet arsenaL In the
the needed
was
:from the senators in attendance, not all of it motivated
by the problem at hand. (Nnnn swore Carter to secrecy; not many
outsiders
to witness democracy's horse trading at work.)

vvv•·""'"'"' breakfast. Carter

On November
1991, just nine
after the legislation had been drafted
in
the
amendment to the annual defense bill passed
the Senate by a vote of 86 to 8. Les Aspin gathered the necessary support in the
House
aud the
the House shortly thereafter
on a voice vote.

Carter as assistant secretary of defense with
observed
Im1:ne1me1m the senators' vision.
which
This was easier said than done. The staff structure Carter
would be
for
had a branch that
tar~~et.::d the Soviet Union and another that had
arms control
gre:errtents with the Soviet Union. But no none had ever assisted the Soviet
a whole new
had to be Set up for H!JlU.U-'-'!Aj4Qll.
The
officials in the new
were Gloria Duffy, Susan Koch,
Laura Holgate, and the policy
for the region, Elizabeth Sherwood.
set about crafting a set of objectives and identifying facilities and officials in the
new countries who could serve as
partners for the new programs.
These four officials made scores of visits to the former Soviet
frequently
to remote sites under very difficult conditions. They all happened to be women,
a matter of no
note in the Pentagon; however, in the former Soviet
Union it took a while before the disbelieving generals in
Kiev, Minsk,
and
realized that these women
did carry the authority of the
Our team at the Pentagon needed not only to identify appropriate objectives
for the Nunn-Lugar program, but also to engage the cooperation of the countries
whose weapons were to be dismantled or safeguarded. The objectives of the
program had to be shared objectives. This necessitated some lengthy
negotiations over a number of issues. For example, our partners in the former
Soviet Union were understandably intent on receiving social assistance for their
people, not just help in dismantling weapons; suspicion lingered that the
Americans were pursuing their own security at the expense of their former
opponents; and the Russians had a legitimate need to shield their military secrets
from our eyes. All these barriers had to be overcome.
In addition, the governments of the Soviet successor states bridled under the
legal restraints of the program. Assistance would be largely in kind, rather than
cash, which we feared might
amidst the shrinking economies and
ounxnlt'HY crime in what were, after
countries in profound social revolution.
Onerous audits and
were required by the
office.
were terrified at the
that some
""~'"~''""' one of the
staff
could all

units with
of nuclear forces. Once the nroarn,m
no,.ve,rer. most saw that it advanced U.S.
""'~""·r<>tma countries and gave their
enltfmsiasti•:allly for weapons dismantlement "'""''""t"
social programs that were essential to
programs were
for officers whose
were
conversion assistance
weapons factories that had no
were crucial for success at
and elsewhere. And, finally, some
that the
to
members
and that its money
We
that
was "defense by other means." Its contribution
to U.S. security was at least as great as any other program in the defense
of Defense was the correct agency to mange the program
The
with which the United Stated needed to work to get the job
the most
the militaries of the former Soviet countries.
cA~Jcn.!:>c to dismantle weapons resided in the DOD and the

Most
was the fact that far too many people, both
inside and outside
seemed to assume that nuclear
belonged
to the cold war and now that the cold war was over, the
would ut::>i:lf'!J'<::i:ll
themselves. The lack of public and press attention to the nuclear
the former Soviet Union, as opposed to, say, events in Bosnia or
much harder to overcome
and bureaucratic barriers.
The initial ambivalence in Congress had a result that we faced immediately
in 1993. The original
legislation did not actually appropriate
money from the
to spend on forestalling loose nukes. It only
authorized the
of defense to take money from other
programs
of
and
it to Nurm-Lugar. One can easily imagine the
the Nurm-Lugar program within the Pentagon bureaucracy when
it came time to pass the cup for
One of our top ,.,,..,,.,.,11""
th"'·"""'"'"" was to secure for the
its own cottgr,esston.al
"'"'''ro·nri,~tir•n so we would not have to raid
of the Perttag:on,
DOD submitted after we took office contained a dedicated
!lntlm·nf'illtiCIJl for n UU.U""LJY,O:CQ.t

implementation with an ailing and unpredictable Boris
Vice President AI Gore,
VL"''"~"> with
counterpart Russian Prime Minister Victor Chernomyrdin, showed the
same steady attention to the
item of nuclear
should look back at what might have happened- but didn't thanks to
Nunn-Lugar.
disintegration and discrediting the power and ideology that
commanded half the world for half a century passed peacefully, like evening into night,
ran over
to
lll~~atJlOn as we know it. This is a major historic achievement for humankind, and
historians not only decades but centuries from now will note the disaster that might have
been but which was averted through Nunn-Lugar. It is terrifYing to contemplate how
<lltterc~ntllv it
have turned out.
nuclear
Soviet Union might now,
years later, be in the hands of- let us reflect who! bin Laden or his ilk,
terrorists with other
causes, Belarus under Lukashenko, some renegade Russian
general or worse private, fragile democratizing states from Central Asia to the German
border, a host of copycat governments and non-governmental groups stimulated by the
collapse of nuclear control in the center of Eurasia.... Contemplate all that, and you see
the enduring value ofNunn-Lugar.
Since then, I have been involved - inside and outside of government- in dealing
with many nuclear dangers, including North Korea and possible nuclear terrorists. I
chaired NATO's High Level Group, conducted President Clinton's Nuclear Posture
Review, launched the Department of Defense's Counterproliferation Initiative, and
served as deputy to Bill Perry when he conducted his historic North Korea Policy
Review. I now co-chair Senator Dick Lugar's Policy Advisory Group, which he has
charged with dealing with the nuclear security challenges of the 21st century. All of these
are important initiatives, but the clarity of vision and thoroughness of follow-through of
the Nunn-Lugar program during the Clinton years shines brightly as an example of the
States
and
branches
this nation's
and the world's deepest security interests. It is an achievement of President Clinton that
not
credit

